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Editorial
Undergraduate Studies and
Graduate Programs: A symbiotic
relationship.
By Dimitrios T. Boumpas and
Dimitris Kardassis
With the internal evaluation of
the Medical School in progress
and the selection of the new
graduate students for the 5th
year just completed, it is high
time to pause and re-visit the
relationship and interactions
between undergraduate and
graduate studies. For a Medical
School like ours of a rather small
size, this is both feasible and
highly desirable. Here are some
thoughts that we hope will
stimulate further discussions.
Strong undergraduate studies
are essential for success in a
competitive graduate program
The strong emphasis on basic
sciences and their application to
the bedside that our Medical
School has placed from its first
steps, is what distinguishes it
from the other Medical Schools
of the country. During their
undergraduate
studies,
our
medical students are exposed to
modern concepts of Molecular
Medicine
and
to
various
methodologies related to the
molecular basis of human
diseases. Upon their graduation,
our students have to be prepared
for their next step in their
academic life as physician
scientists which is their

January-April 2008
enrollment in a competitive
graduate program. This requires
a solid background on basic
sciences.
Any
attempt
to
decrease the basic science
curriculum in our Medical School
in the face of explosion in
biomedical research and its
timely translation to clinical
practice,
will
be
counterproductive. At the same
time it is important for the
undergraduate curriculum to
offer a more problem-based
training which better integrates
medical sciences with preclinical
and clinical sciences.
Bringing basic and clinical
sciences
together
in
undergraduate education
One of the most rewarding parts
of our program is the fact that it
brought
closely
together
scientists, physician scientists
and clinical researchers. This has
not only increased scientific
interactions but has also brought
together
two
separate
“worlds”
that
are involved in
undergraduate
teaching.
This
has
certainly
been beneficial
for students and faculty alike.
We have seen several examples
of scientists adjusting their
teaching to core closer to
problems in the clinic and
clinicians putting more emphasis
on disease mechanisms.
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More
emphasis
on
the
methodology
of
clinical
sciences in the undergraduate
curriculum
without
compromising basic sciences
Now that the clinical sciences
like Epidemiology have assumed
“a life of their own” (with their
own methodologies and Journals)
while on the other hand
scientific disciplines related to
medicine
(for
instance
Immunology) have assumed their
status as independent fields,
there are several voices asking
for more emphasis on clinical
sciences within medical schools.
While this is desirable, this
should not comprise in our view
the training of medical students
in basic sciences for the very
reasons stated above. More
specifically, in our case, it is
important for the country and
the Medical School in Crete to
have a Medical School that puts
emphasis on basic research and
its
translation
to
clinical
practice.
This vision has
served well the
Medical School.
With the growth
of the school
and the increase
in the clinical
faculty it has
been
difficult
to
recruit
clinicians with proper laboratory
training in medical sciences. The
graduate
program
prepares
physician- scientists to staff
academic positions in the future.
Preparing the undergraduate
students for the “real world”:
The
contribution
of
the
graduate program
The selection process of the
undergraduate students is based
solely on scores on national
written examinations while that

of medical graduates seeking
medical training in the various
residency programs is based on a
“first come-first serve” basis!! As
a result, undergraduate students
have no clue of “real-life”,
comprehensive
selection
processes.
One of the most stunning
observations during the selection
process
for
the
graduate
program is how little the
undergraduate school prepares
the students for the selection
process in the graduate program.
It is unsettling to meet bright
students coming to interviews
without a clear appreciation of
personal attributes essential for
a successful academic career.
Issues such as proof of academic
excellence
(grades,
understanding of the scientific
field with sufficient “breadth
and depth”), clearly defined
career goals, focus, persistence,
ambition,
vision,
maturity,
leadership and other qualities
actively
sought
by
the
interviewing
faculty,
have
literally to “be unearthed”
during the interview since many
students do not have the skills in
displaying them during the
interview process. This may have
to do with the nature of the
undergraduate studies, the lack
of mentoring and the paucity of
role models. The graduate
programs cultivate the “culture
of
meritocracy”
and
the
selection of the best through a
more comprehensive evaluation
which is based on grades and
other
personal
attributes
determined from the letters of
recommendations
and
the
personal
interviews.
The
undergraduate students benefit
from such a culture and have
incentives to better prepare for
competitive positions in the

future
by
distinguishing
themselves form their peers.
How could interactions of the
undergraduate and graduate
students increase?
Graduate students being closer
to undergraduate students can
serve as the liaison for the
“introduction” of undergraduate
students to biomedical research,
graduate studies and more
importantly to “real life” from
the protected environment of
undergraduate studies.
This could
take
care
through
lectures of
students
themselves,
of invited
speakers who could serve as role
models, research festivals aimed
towards
the
undergraduate
students, meetings, summer
school social activities and so on.
This should give stimuli to those
undergraduate
students
interested
in
biomedical
research to learn more about
before they start their clinical
rotation.
Concluding remarks
When the program started its
operation, we had a vision of
creating
a
generation
of
physician-scientists
and
scientists
with
a
strong
background in medical sciences
in order to advance biomedical
research within our school.
Several years later, we are
realizing
this
is
feasible.
However, we have a long-way to
go.
A
better
coordination
between undergraduate and
graduate studies curricula and
increasing the awareness of a
small number of students who
have the passion and the
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potential for academia to
include it in their career goals
from the early years in their
undergraduate
studies,
are
essential. Towards that goal, we
invite the views of the faculty
and the students to come up
with innovative ideas of how to
further improve it.

* * *
Meet Our Faculty

2008 Mar 4;105(9):3479-84)
Panos described for the first
time the development of
antigen-specific regulatory T
cells in wild-type mice. Panos
has joined the laboratory of
Autoimmunity and inflammation
(Medical School, University of
Crete and IMBB, FORTH) as an
investigator where he explores
immune regulation in animal
models
and
humans
with
autoimmune
rheumatic
diseases.

by Dimitris Kardassis

* * *
Meet

our

students

by Vanna Zachariou

A: I might go for a postdoc to the
US, I am not sure yet. I’ll
definitely stay on the research
track.
Q: What is different this year,
compared to, let’s say, a year
ago?
A: I am more independent, I read
many articles every week, I have
many ideas, and I propose new
experiments
to
Dimitris
(Kardassis).
I
CAN
TROUBLESHOOT!!! I set up all
these new techniques for my
project….and now I can see the
results. This is the most exciting
part of my studies, where it all
comes to fruition, it’s a unique
feeling.
Q: Are you collaborating with
other lab members?
A: My project is mainly a
collaboration between our lab,
C. Tsatsanis and M. Venychaki
labs. Of course we get help from
each other in the lab, especially
for common techniques.

Panos Verginis, PhD
The program has strengthened
its expertise in immunology with
the arrival of Panos Verginis,
PhD. Panos, a native of Lefkada
and a graduate of the school
of Chemistry of the University of
the Patras, has developed a
strong interest in the regulation
of the immune responses. Panos
completed
his
PhD
in
immunology at the University of
Newfoundland, St John, NL,
Canada where he defended his
Thesis on the immunoregulation
of autoimmune thyroid diseases.
He then moved to Boston as a
research
associate
at
the
Harvard Medical School and Dana
Farber Cancer Institute, where
he
exploited
the
role
of
regulatory
T
cells
in
autoimmunity
transplantation
and cancer. In his most recent
paper from his work in Boston
(Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A.

Sofia Mavridou,
3rd year PhD student
(Kardassis lab)
Q: Sofia, how is life as a 3rd year
PhD student? You are among the
“old guys” now.
A: Life is busy, but no
complaints. Things are going well
with my project. I had to switch
one of my specific aims a few
months ago, and that was quite
stressful. Things are working
now, in all three projects I am
involved in! I just got some
feedback
from
my
thesis
committee, they like my work,
and I am expecting to graduate
in about a year.
Q: And then?

Q: How does it work with your
supervisor? Are you guys meeting
on a daily basis?
A: Oh, we are talking every day.
Dimitris
is
scientifically
demanding, but we communicate
very well, and he is in the lab
every single day. I can reach him
any time of the day if I need to.
This was important for me.
Q: Tell me about your project.
A: We work on atherosclerosis. I
am studying the regulation of
the human Scavenger Receptor
BI (SR-BI) gene i.e. the receptor
of HDL. I want to know how
hormones and glucocorticoids
regulate this gene. Although this
is a very important gene, there is
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not much knowledge on its
function
and
regulation.
Atherosclerosis affects a large
percent of the population, and
we need new drugs to increase
HDL levels. I am using different
techniques, like cloning, Chip
assays, cell culture, western
blotting, Real time PCR. I am
making adenoviruses as well.
Q:
Your
family
lives
in
Ptolemaida, and you got your
BSc degree from the University
of Strathclyde, Glascow. How
come you moved to Crete for
your graduate work?
A: I was close to graduation
when I visited UOC for the first
time. I saw an announcement
about the graduate program on
the internet, and decided to
check the place out. I talked to
several lab leaders, most of
them are young, just starting up
their labs. They were very
enthusiastic and friendly. I liked
the atmosphere.
Q: You checked it out, you liked
it and here you are, a resident
of Heraklion. How is life for a
student here?

Q: Sure, why not. We’ll form an
organizing committee with Aris
and Dimitris…
There’s got to
be some things you miss, right?
A: I miss my family, they live
quite far. I miss my friends back
home too.
Q: Is there something you could
change to make your everyday
life easier?
A: Now that I have a car, things
are much better, as the campus
is out of town, but in a beautiful
location. I had to use 2 buses to
get there, and that was time
consuming. I wish I could get my
reagents more promptly after
ordering. I wish I could get
access to Nature journal from
the lab.
Q: I know many people with the
same wish list. I’ll let you finish
your experiment; looks like you
are expecting an important
result….One of your new ideas?
A: Yes, indeed, this is a good
one!

* * *

A: I like exploring the island, I
made new friends, mainly from
the lab and the graduate
program, and we get together to
play Trivial pursuit, we go out to
dinner, we hang out at each
others place, whenever we can. I
still haven’t found a good
competitor for backgammon.

A: This is a very productive
period for me. I started my
project about a year ago, and I
am at the point were I am
completely independent.
Q: You got your MD degree a
couple of years ago from
Aristotelio, in Thessaloniki. You
had absolutely no lab experience
when you joined this program,
but here you are, developing
new projects, training others.…
A: It was really hard for me at
the beginning. But it was worth
it; it’s a really nice experience.
Q: You moved from Thessaloniki
to Crete, but you have no links
to Heraklion, right?
A: I found out about the program
from the Internet. I knew in
general about the high quality of
research at UOC. This was my
chance to get into basic
research. It’s true; I had no
friends or family in Heraklion. At
the beginning it was hard, I had
a big circle of friends in
Thessaloniki, and I moved to a
new place, so far away from
them…but I met other grad
students from our program, and
made several new friends.
People are more open here; I get
invited all the time. I remember
that the first 6 months I knew
very few people, but I was so
busy with courses and exams,
never had a chance to feel
lonely.
Q: How is life in Heraklion?

Q: I think I know some students
seeking tough competitors for
backgammon

Dimitra Terzi,
2nd year MSc student
(Zachariou lab)

A: Ah, great, maybe you can
organize a tournament for us,
Vanna!

Q: Dimitra, what’s new in the
lab these days?

A: I like the fact that I can go to
the beach within 20 min! We go
to the movies a lot, and we get
together for dinner.
Q: There’s got to be something
you miss!
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A: I miss my med school friends,
the undergraduate student life,
and the contact with the
patients.
Q: Is research what you expected
it to be like?
A: I only knew about clinical
research. I never thought I’d be
running
molecular
biology
assays, I did not know much
about genetic mouse models….
As you know I am going to train
in Psychiatry, so chances are
that I’ll never be in such an
environment ever again...I have
to take advantage of it….
Q: Psychiatry has changed so
much in the last 10 years. There
have been so many new advances
in
the
understanding
of
neuropsychiatric disorders and
their treatment How do you
think the molecular and cell
biology
experience
you’ve
acquired by joining this program
will affect you as a Psychiatrist?
A:
This
knowledge
will
complement my clinical training.
I feel a lot more confident
knowing how exactly a certain
treatment
works,
or
by
understanding the genetic basis
of a disease. All this information
on the molecular and cellular
basis
of
Neuropsychiatric
disorders is going to help
tremendously in diagnosis in the
future….
Q: What is your main project in
the lab?
A: I selected a neuroscience lab,
because it has relevance to my
future direction. I wanted to
study the basic mechanisms of
depression. My project involves
several newly identified signal
transduction molecules that play

a
role
in
addiction
and
depression. I had the chance to
evaluate
the
action
of
antidepressant drugs in various
murine
models
(depression
related
to
addiction,
and
depression related to chronic
pain). I also used tricyclic
antidepressants as analgesics, in
a model of neuropathic pain in
mice. My original findings led to
the hypothesis that the analgesic
effects
of
tricyclic
antidepressants involve changes
in chromatin remodeling. So, I
am into HDACs now!
Q: It was quite a busy year for
you, and you got several exciting
results. Are you enjoying your
collaborations?
A: Sure I do. Things are very
clear in the lab, regarding
everyone’s responsibilities and
specialization. We help each
other, and we exchange ideas in
lab meetings. That’s how I get
to read all these crystal
structure papers, and I turned all
my molecular biologist lab mates
to experts in neuropathic pain!
My
HDAC5
project
is
in
collaboration with two labs in
the US. Thanks to e-mail and
Skype,
we
communicate
whenever necessary...
Q: What is on top of your lab
wish list?

mechanisms that result in drug
addiction are poorly understood.
A recent publication in the
prestigious journal ‘Neuron’ by
the research group of Dr Vanna
Zachariou, Assistant Professor at
the University of Crete Medical
School, provides valuable insight
into the mechanisms that cause
opioid
dependence
and
addiction. The study, which was
performed in collaboration with
teams at the Yale University, UT
Southwestern, and Rockefeller,
shows that the progressive
changes associated with the
chronic use of opioids relate to
the protein Spinophilin, a known
modulator
of
synaptic
transmission.
In
spinophilin
knock-out
mice,
reduced
sensitivity to the analgesic
effects of morphine and a higher
degree of physical dependence
to the rewarding actions of the
drug was observed. Using mouse
models, the researchers found
that recovery of Spinophilin
expression by gene transfer to
particular cells of the brain
diminished the addictive effects
of opioids. These findings may
have major impact on fighting
drug addiction as well as
improving
the
analgesic
properties of morphine. Joanna
Charlton,
a
post-graduate
student of the Program is first
co-author in this publication.
(Neuron 2008; 58:238-47).

A: A study room…

* * *
Research Activities
by Aris Eliopoulos and Helen
Papadaki
Addiction: it is all in our head.
Much is known about the areas of
the brain responsible for the
functions of opioids, but the

Functional,
molecular
and
proteomic characterization of
bone marrow mesenchymal
stem cells in rheumatoid
arthritis. Bone marrow (BM)
mesenchymal stem cells are
being considered as potential
therapeutic agents in various
inflammatory
autoimmune
diseases for their tissue-repair
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properties. Christina Kastrinaki,
researcher from Dr Papadaki’s
Lab (Haemopoiesis Research
Laboratory) has investigated the
reserves and function, the
molecular and proteomic profile
and the differentiation potential
of BM MSCs in patients with
rheumatoid arthritis, a candidate
disease for cartilage/bone repair
using MSCs. The data of the
study showed that MSCs from RA
patients have normal properties
in terms of differentiation
potential, survival, and protein
profile. Patient MSCs, however,
had
impaired
clonogenic
/proliferative potential probably
due to the chronic inflammatory
process. The results of this study
may have important implications
for the ongoing efforts to repair
tissue injury commonly seen in
the course of this disease. Our
graduate student, Evi Vlahava, is
a co-author in the publication
(Ann Rheum Dis 2008; 67: 741749).
Effects of respiratory rate on
ventilator-induced lung injury
at a constant PaCO2 in a mouse
model of normal lung. An
extremely
interesting
experimental work has been
performed in Dr Georgopoulos’
Lab (Department of Intensive
Care Medicine) by Dr Katerina
Vaporidi who developed a mouse
model of ventilator-induced lung
injury. The aim of the study was
to evaluate the effects of various
ventilator
settings
on
the
development
of
ventilatorinduced lung injury in normal
lungs. Independent of ventilator
settings, mechanical ventilation
was associated with increased
bronchoalveolar lavage protein,
increased bronchoalveolar lavage
and serum IL-6, and activation of
AKT and ERK1/2 kinases. The

conclusion of the study was that
mechanical
ventilation
with
conventional
tidal
volume
induces lung injury in normal
lungs
and
reduction
of
respiratory rate and tidal volume
ameliorates lung inflammation
and injury. The study may have
important clinical implications
for the critically ill patients of
the ICU. Our graduate student
George Voloudakis contributed
to this project which was
published in one of the top
Journals in the field of Intensive
Care Medicine (Crit Care Med.
2008;36:1277).
Familial Mediterranean Fever
(FMF) in Crete: a genetic and
structural biological approach
in a population of 'intermediate
risk'. FMF is an inherited disease
characterized
by
recurrent
attacks of fever with serosal
inflammation due to mutations
in MEFV gene encoding pyrin
protein. Our graduate student
Eleni
Fragouli,
under
the
supervision of George Goulielmos
(Department
of
Internal
Medicine), studied for her
Master’s Thesis FMF patients in
the population of Crete looking
for the spectrum of MEFV gene
mutations. They found that
83.1% of FMF patients had at
least one MEFV mutation with
the M694V being the most
penetrant and the M694V and
M694I the most severe ones. In a
three-dimensional
model
constructed
to
show
the
interaction of the PRYSPRY
domain of pyrin with caspase-1
onto which MEFV mutations were
mapped according to disease
severity, the 'flexible loops' of
caspase-1 appeared to have no
access to some positions that
have been previously associated
with mild disease. This study

provides new insights in the
molecular/pathogenic pathways
associated with FMF. (Clin Genet
2008;73:152).
Pyk-ing friends makes sense:
An emerging idea in myeloid cell
biology is that low constitutive
engagement of immunoreceptor
tyrosine-based activation motif
(ITAM)–coupled
receptors
modulates the amplitude and
nature of macrophage responses
to
Toll-like
and
cytokine
receptor
stimulation.
This
concept suggests that ITAMcoupled receptors 'sense' the
extracellular environment and
'fine tune' cellular responses to
acute stimuli rendering them
appropriate
for
the
given
environment.
A
recent
publication
in
‘Nature
Immunology’ by Wang et al.,
sheds new light into the
organisation and integration of
such signals in macrophages.
Specifically,
the
calciumdependent kinases CaMK and
Pyk2 are shown to relay signals
from integrins and the ITAMcontaining adaptor DAP12 to
augment interleukin 10– and
interferon-induced
Jak
activation and STAT1-dependent
gene expression. Additionally,
inhibition of CaMK and Pyk2
suppressed
STAT1-dependent
IFN-induced
inflammatory
responses in a mouse model of
systemic lupus erythematosus
suggesting new approaches for
the therapeutic modulation of
interferon responses. Dr Ioannis
Tassiulas, a faculty of the
Program is first co-author in this
publication.
(Nature
Immunology 2007; 9: 186 193)
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Research grants
by Dimitris Kardassis

In 2007, the research group of
Zannis/Kardassis was funded by
fp6 in the context of the STREP
“HDLomics”
program
which
applies functional genomics and
proteomics approaches to study
the effects of differential HDL
metabolism on atherosclerosis.
The ultimate goals of HDLomics
are the identification and
validation of new
targets,
which
can be used in
prevention,
diagnosis
and
therapy
of
disturbed
HDL
metabolism and
atherosclerosis.
The contribution
of the Greek
team is: a) to
determine
the
impact
of
mutations in the genes of the
HDL pathway on HDL biogenesis
and
dyslipidemia
using
adenovirus-mediated
gene
transfer in animal models of
dyslipidemia; b) to determine
whether, similar to apoE, other
apolipoproteins such as apoA-II
and apoA-IV participate in the de
novo biogenesis of HDL; c) To
determine
the
functional
significance of apoE, apoA-II or
apoA-IV containing HDL particles
and
their
proteomic
and
lipidomic composition; d) To use
different
combinations
of
existing and new transgenic and
KO mouse models in genes of the
HDL pathway for experimental
therapies
to
correct

dyslipidemia. e) To functionally
characterize natural mutations
in the genes and the regulatory
regions of genes of the HDL
pathway
in
patients
with
abnornmally high or low HDL
levels. The grant is coordinated
by Prof. Arnold von Eckardstein
of the University of Zurich
Medical School. The HDLomics
consortium met twice in Zurich
(October 2007) and Copenhagen
(May 2008) to report on recent
progress made by the individual
partners. For more information
visit: http://www.hdlomics.org

The “HDLomics” consortium in
Zurich, October 2007

AutoCure is an fp6 EU-funded
integrated research project on
the use “post-genomics to
improve
understanding
and
treatment of rheumatic diseases,
using rheumatoid arthritis (RA)
and myositis as prototypes. In
view of the fact that genetics of
complex
diseases
was
characterized as the “area of the
year’ in 2007 the AutoCure

project appeared “just in the
right time”.
The AutoCure project, which
started in 2006, is coordinated
by Dr Lars Klaresgok from the
Karolinska Institute in Sweden
and involves partners from 12
European countries, including
Greece. The coordinator for the
University of Crete and the IMBB
is Dr Dimitrios T. Boumpas
assisted
by
Dr
Christiana
Choulaki.
The contribution from the Greek
team includes work in animal
models and in humans with RA.
More specifically, Dr. I. Tassiulas
and colleagues will analyze the
effect of innate immunity
pathways (Tpl2 kinase) in an
animal models of autoimmunity.
Dr. P. Verginis and colleagues
will access the role of peripheral
tolerance and the PD-1 / PD-L
pathway in arthritis evolution
using a well established mouse
model of arthritis, the collagen
induced arthritis (CIA). Dr P.
Sidiropoulos and colleagues will
study
the
role
of
the
inflammasome and its NALP3
component in the pathogenesis
of autoimmune diseases; they
combine their work with studies
in humans delineating
the
impact of anti-TNF treatment in
humans to molecular pathways
of insulin resistance known to
increase cardiovascular mortality
in these patients. Finally, Dr.
Goulielmos and colleagues will
characterise genetic and some
non-genetic risk factors for the
development
of
rheumatoid
arthritis (RA), in patient samples
collected by research institutes
in different European countries.
For more information visit:
http://www.autocure.org
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A FP6-EU funded integrated
research program, GENOSTEM,
has
been
completed.
The
program started in January 2004
and
was
co-ordinated
by
Christian Jorgensen from the
French National Institute of
Health and Medical Research.
The objective of GENOSTEM was
connective tissue repair via
engineering of mesenchymal
stem cells (MSCs) from various
tissues. The program brought
together experts in cellular
biology,
molecular
biology,
biomechanics,
genomics,
biomaterials
proteomics,
bioinformatics, and molecular
medicine, with main goal the
improvement of the therapeutic
approaches for connective tissue
disorders such as osteoarthritis,
osteoporosis,
rheumatoid
arthritis, bone diseases, trauma
associated
pathologies.
GENOSTEM involved 18 academic
institutes
and
5
private
enterprises. The Haemopoiesis
Research Laboratory of the
University of Crete participated
as one of the partners with
principal investigator Dr Helen
Papadaki assisted by Christina
Kastrinaki to mainly investigate
the characteristics of bone
marrow (BM) MSCs. Specifically,
the contribution of Dr’s Papadaki
team was (a) to characterize the
reserves and function, the
molecular and proteomic profile
and the differentiation potential
of BM MSCs in patients with
active rheumatoid arthritis (RA)

in comparisosn to healthy
subjects, (b) to compare the
colony/cloning efficiency and
molecular profile of MSCs
received from three different BM
populations,
namely
the
+
CD105 /CD45 ,
GlycoA /CD45cells and BM mononuclear cells
(c) to study the survival/
apoptotic characteristics and
expression pattern of the TNFReceptor family members of BM
MSCs during passages. Evi
Vlahava, a graduate student of
our program, has contributed to
the latter project. For more
information
visit:
http://www.genostem.org

Apotherapy: In October 2006 the
research team of Aris Eliopoulos
at the University of Crete
Medical School was awarded coordination
of
a
European
Commission
FP6
research
program called Apotherapy, a
contraction of 'apoptosis (cell
death)
therapy'.
Seven
foundations
in
total
from
Greece,
United
Kingdom,
Germany, Italy, Sweden, the
Czech Republic and Finland
participate in Apotherapy aiming
to develop and validate novel
anti-cancer strategies with wide
therapeutic index and minimal
side-effects.
Specifically, the
project exploits the ability of
CD40 ligand, a TNF family
member, to inhibit tumor cell
survival and proliferation and to
engage
anti-tumor
immune
responses.
Apotherapy will

develop state-of-the-art vehicles
for the efficient and targeted
delivery of the CD40 ligand to
cancer cells and assess their
therapeutic impact either alone
or in combination with other
agents,
including
novel
antagonists of the anti-apoptotic
PI3 kinase/Akt pathway which is
frequently activated in human
tumors.
The contribution of the Greek
team is to: (a) develop and
optimise adenovirus vectors for
CD40
ligand
cancer
gene
therapy;
(b)
generate
recombinant
CD40
ligand
proteins
which
can
be
administered in vivo as liposome
formulations; (c) determine the
impact of combination strategies
comprising CD40 ligand and
chemotherapy
or
kinase
inhibitors in pre-clinical cancer
models.
(d)
examine
the
immunoregulatory effects of
these treatments in partnership
with other Apotherapy members.
For more information, visit the
Apotherapy
web
site:
http://apotherapy.med.uoc.gr

* * *
Awards and Distinctions
by Christos Tsatsanis

Dr D Seldin -vice chair of the
external evaluation committee
of our program- has become the
new chair of HematologyOncology at Boston University
Medical School.
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Friedrich Wilhelm Bessel award
by the Alexander von Humboldt
Foundation.
Dr G Xanthou received the 8th
Allergopharma award as Top
European Young Investigator and
Author of the best publication in
the year 2007 in the fields of
Allergy and Immunology.
Dr David Seldin
Dr A Gravanis has been selected
to the board of HQAA (Hellenic
Quality Assurance Agency for
Higher Education).
Dr H Papadaki was promoted
last year to Professor of
Hematology and has assumed her
new duties in the University. Dr
Papadaki has been awarded the
“Arkagathos Goutas” award by
the
Hellenic
Hematology
Association.
Dr D Boumpas, has been
nominated as an Associate Editor
of the Annals of Rheumatic
Diseases and a panel-chair of the
European Research Council (ERC)
for translational research in
Health Scienses.
Dr H Spilianakis was recently
elected as Assistant Professor of
Biochemistry, at the School of
Biology of the University of
Crete.
Dr D Sanoudou has been
awarded the Annual National
Prize by the European Society of
Human Genetics, a research
award by the Hellenic Cardiology
Society and a honorary award by
the Thirean Society for Seinces
and Arts.
Dr N Tavernarakis was promoted
to Research Level A (Professor)
by FORTH and received the

D Kanellis (PhD student, class of
2005) has been awarded a grant
from the GSRT under the
UNISTEP-PLUS call for junior
researchers to pursue work in
inflammation and cancer in the
lab of Dr Aris Eliopoulos.
D Virla (MSc student, class of
2006) has been awarded the
“Maria Manassaki” fellowship for
graduate
studies
by
the
University of Crete.
Dr G Bertsias (PhD student, class
of 2004) has authored the
European Recommendations for
the management and clinical
trials
in
systemic
lupus
erythematosus.

* * *
Graduate
News

Program

a) Graduate Lab
This semester, our graduate
program offered for the first
time a practical training course
to the first year graduate
students (graduate student lab).
In this lab, the students were
received hands-on training in
various
basic
research
methodologies
including
genotyping of mouse and human
DNA, isolation of PBMCs from
peripheral blood, FACS, qPCR,
and Western blotting. The
response of the students to this

new course was very promising
and
their
suggestions
for
improvement will be taken into
account for the next academic
year. The program would like to
thank Dr Christianna Choulaki
for her efforts to organize and
run the course and prepare the
laboratory manual containing
background theory and detailed
protocols for each methodology.

b) Selection of our 2008 class
The coordinating committee has
just completed the interview for
the applicants for 2008. Among
45 applications the committee
has selected 10 students based
on proof of academic excellence
(grades,
letters
of
recommendations) and personal
attributes essential for an
academic
career
such
as
understanding of the scientific
field with sufficient “breadth
and depth”, clearly defined
career goals, focus, persistence,
ambition,
vision,
maturity,
leadership etc.
The feeling among members of
the selection committee is that
the quality of applicants is
steadily
improving.
The
reputation of the program
encourages the best of the
students from various schools
throughout Greece to apply. It is
encouraging that both the
number and the quality of the
medical
applicants
are
improving. The contribution of
the program in the necessity of
the
physician-scientists
for
academia cannot be easily
overlooked. Although several
very successful but nevertheless
isolated-isolated examples can
be found in the country,
nevertheless
the
program
represents one of the first
systematic effort to “nurture”
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them. At the same time,
graduates of biological sciences
with a genuine interest in
delineating
the
molecular
mechanisms of human diseases
are finding a program that
provides them with a strong
scientific basis to pursue their
interests.

c) Visitors from abroad
This semester, the visiting
faculty who lectured in our
graduate courses included:

Dr. Marianne Jansson, Lund
University
and
Karolinska
Institute, Sweden
Prof. Christos Zouboulis, Dessau
Medical Center, Germany
Prof. Jan Palmblad, Karolinska
University Hospital Huddinge,
Sweden

Prof. Sonia Najjar, UT College
of Medicine, Toledo, Ohio
Prof.
Rosa
Gomariz,
Complutense Universidad Madrid,
Spain.
We thank them for
generosity with their time

Prof. Zoheir Bsouty, Respiratory
Hospital,
Health
Sciences
Centre, Winnipeg, Manitoba,
Canada

their

* * *

* * *
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